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https://toppy.it/no-tilting.pdf


Toppy Easy Changer with integrated pallet stacker system, able to replace 
by lifting, pressing, pushing and stacking for a complete pallet handling 
Easy Changer is an innovative and compact pallet changer station with 
integrated a new type of pallet stacker. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY EASY CHANGER
Pallet size 800x1200 and 1000x1200 mm 
Capacity Up to 1200 kg 
Max product height No limit, depending on product stability
Pallet stacker capacity 9 pallets for frontal unloading version only
Control Full automatic
Load At floor level by pallet jack 
Performance About 50 pallets / hour
*tale unloading version in optional upon request 

EASY CHANGER

 
10 sec.  
20 sec.  
30 sec.  
40 sec.  
50 sec.  
60 sec. 

pallet change in 60 seconds  
The pallet with product is positioned inside the machine  
The side walls close, holding the product in place 
The pallet jack is pulled out from the machine 
Receiving pallet on pallet jack pushes the standing one 
The side walls open, the product is now on the receiving pallet 
The receiving pallet with product is pulled out from the machine,  
the old pallet is automaticaly stored into the integrated stacker  

#Toppy Easy Changer two ways unloading

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjP2TB7x-Jk&list=PL59qGZfTYORnBe4DzrUohsZtJknwy_dJx


#Toppy Easy Changer operated with Speedy Toppy pallet jack

#Toppy Easy Changer operated by pallet truck



SIDEPRESS

Toppy Side Press use a simple procedure. The pallet is changing by a gently 
lifting movement without tilting or rotation. Then the load is transferred from 
a pallet to another. It is available in various configurations and options..

TECHNICAL FEATURES STATIONARY TOPPY SIDE PRESS 
Pallet size Up to 1200x1200 mm opened or bottom closed pallet
Capacity Up to 1000 kg.
Max product height No limit, depending on product stability
Side plates dimensions 800 x 1300 mm.
Control With push buttons panel or PLC system
Load At floor level by pallet jack 
Performance About 25 pallets / hour
*splitter version in optional upon request 

#Toppy Side Press - splitter version

#Toppy Side press compact

#Toppy Side press fully automatic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IR1HL8w_Sx0&list=PL59qGZfTYORmGALL0ivTwG5dgfBSkL8xv&index=15&t=0s


Toppy Side Mover is a side-clamping machine that allows to change the pallet by 
a side shifting movement of the load from a pallet to another without tilting or 
inverting. Toppy Side Mover utilized the principle of shifting. Thanks to this system 
and to new solutions products it cannot be damaged by excessive pressure. 

SIDEMOVER
TECHNICAL FEATURES STATIONARY TOPPY SIDE MOVER
Pallet size Up to 1200x1200 mm opened or bottom closed pallet
Capacity Up to 1000 kg
Max product height No limit, depending on product stability
Side plates dimensions 800 x 1300 mm.
Control With push buttons panel or PLC system
Load At floor level by pallet jack 
Performance About 25 pallets / hour
*blade system version in optional upon request 

#Toppy Side Mover with blade system

#Toppy Side Mover galvanized version

#Toppy Side Mover with blade system

#Toppy Side Mover for dolly pallet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrLofRNLr8U&list=PL59qGZfTYORmkMxt6Cl0dOjrKAKem2eZa&index=3


Toppy Master Inverter is a linear pallet changer allowing a gentle pallet 
replacement without turning or tilting the load. Toppy Master Inverter 
Pallet Changer is in great demand by the pharmaceutical, food and cosmetics 
industry and are requested by customers having available area for stand-
alone equipment..

MASTER INVERTER
TECHNICAL FEATURES TOPPY MASTER INVERTER stand alone
Pallet size 800x1200mm and 1000x1200 mm 
Capacity Up to 1000 kg
Max product height No limit, depending on product stability
Pallet transfer Frontal shifting
Control With push buttons panel or PLC system
Load At floor level by pallet jack 
Performance About 30 pallets / hour
*blade system version in optional upon request 

#Toppy Master Inverter with blades system

#Toppy Master Inverter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgr0U3LQrCw&list=PL59qGZfTYORlFsjBQDSOOad4miTJHtOLV&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHYTbaysXSY&list=PL59qGZfTYORmFpmhPEXqrbHS9tpcOlMWD


Toppy  Master Inverter Logy is a linear pallet changer 
allowing a gentle pallet replacement. The two lateral side 
plates, together with the rear shutter, support the product 
on three sides to safety perform its translation and 
exchange the pallet. Thanks to its double way entrances 
and pallets approaching. This Automated Pallet Changing 
System is a perfect solution to separate the cleaning zone 
from other areas. Toppy Master Inverter is designed to be 
fully integrated in logistic lines, to be connected to the 
necessary pallet stackers to achieve highest performances. 
Slip sheet dispensers / removers and other devices can be 
available to take the most advantages from the logistic 
installation.

MASTER INVERTER

#Toppy Master Inverter Logy with floor level stakers and shuttles

Logy

#Toppy Master Inverter Logy with 3 pallet stackers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bVUo47X8Ww&list=PL59qGZfTYORnYRxKILlO74z7aO5YQQArj&index=20


FOUR PRESS
Toppy Four Press allows the perfect pallet exchange under 
the load without inverting or tilting it. Machine is complete of 
roll conveyors ready to be linked to a logistic line. The load is 
transferred inside the Toppy Four Press area by the conveyor 
line. Two rubber side plates gently close and support laterally 
the load while the frontal and rear clamping devices run down 
over the pallet level and press the product on the 4 sides to 
better maintain it. 

DEDUSTING CABIN
Toppy Cleaning Airlock separates clean zone from the other areas and 
allows a quick and silent dust removing. The new generation of Toppy 
Dedusting Cabin is designed to assure the best possible cleaning result 
on all load sides. Thanks to a special frame, the high-pressure nozzles 
runs nearby the load that receives the air flow not only on the 4 lateral 
sides but also on the top of the load. Toppy Cleaning Airlock guarantees 
an accurate removal from dust, powder, fragments, bugs, etc. 

#Cleaning Airlock with integrated Toppy Master Inverter 

#Cleaning Airlock (inside view)

#Toppy Master Inverter inside cleaning airlock

#Toppy Four Press

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8KyfPX2V8s&list=PL59qGZfTYORlFsjBQDSOOad4miTJHtOLV&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NzW0bRgONI&list=PL59qGZfTYORnYRxKILlO74z7aO5YQQArj&index=10


FOUR PRESS ALADDIN
Toppy Four Press Aladdin version includes also a special 
carpets system avoiding product falling down on conveyor 
and helping the pallet replacement for unstable items.

FOUR FINGERS
Toppy Four Fingers is a inline pallet changer system consists of a pallet exchanger 
(replacing the pallets without tilting or turning the product), pallet warehouses / 
stackers (suitable to the size of the pallets used) and roll or chain conveyors. Thanks 
to the pallet warehouses, fed by conveyors for the pick up and delivery of the wooden 
and plastic pallets.

#Toppy four fingers blades system

#Toppy Four Press Aladdin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgr0U3LQrCw&list=PL59qGZfTYORlFsjBQDSOOad4miTJHtOLV&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgr0U3LQrCw&list=PL59qGZfTYORlFsjBQDSOOad4miTJHtOLV&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4oDfJhwjMU&list=PL59qGZfTYORlFsjBQDSOOad4miTJHtOLV&index=1


EASY CHANGER IN AUTOMATED HIGH-BAY WAREHOUSE



IN 38 pallet
x hour

OUT 60 pallet
x hour

MASTER  
INVERTERLogy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0xCUyFSZ24&t=3s
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Toppy app helps you choose the 
most suitable pallet turning device 
for pallet handling. Our app will 
display the proper pallet changers 
for  your needs with pictures, 
descriptions and videos.

APP DOWNLOAD

From three generations Toppy is identified as the
pallet changer, all over the word.
Established in Bologna in 1978 Toppy S.r.l. began as
a producer of machines and trucks for the graphic
industry. Since then, whenever a good application
was found, other machines were added to the Toppy
ranges, significantly in the industrial field such as
pharmaceutical, food, cosmetic and others.
Constant growth in technology and output has ena-
bled Toppy to consolidate its position amongst the 
European leaders in materials handling sector.
The Toppy range has been continuously extended 
and upgraded to satisfy the market and the users’ 
varied needs. Toppy can supply pallet turning 
and pallet changing machines, both mobile and 
stationary, also pallet trucks, reel lifting machines. 
Recently Toppy is being preeminent also in logistic 
system application specially designed by Toppy.
Toppy becomes essential everywhere the load to
handle is placed on a pallet.

                      BRAND MEANS  
PALLET CHANGER

MOBILE SOLUTIONS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US

https://www.toppy.it/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/mobile-pallet-changer-pallet-inverter-foodandpharma.pdf
https://www.toppy.it/qr/

